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��The Show Girl Nicola Harrison,2021-08-10 Nicola Harrison's The Show Girl gives a glimpse of the glamorous world of the Ziegfeld Follies, through the eyes of
a young midwestern woman who comes to New York City to find her destiny as a Ziegfeld Follies star. Fans of Elizabeth Gilbert's City of Girls will drink this up. --
Booklist It's 1927 when Olive McCormick moves from Minneapolis to New York City determined to become a star in the Ziegfeld Follies. Extremely talented as a singer
and dancer, it takes every bit of perseverance to finally make it on stage. And once she does, all the glamour and excitement is everything she imagined and more—even
worth all the sacrifices she has had to make along the way. Then she meets Archie Carmichael. Handsome, wealthy—the only man she's ever met who seems to accept
her modern ways—her independent nature and passion for success. But once she accepts his proposal of marriage he starts to change his tune, and Olive must decide if
she is willing to reveal a devastating secret and sacrifice the life she loves for the man she loves.
��A Still, Small Voice Diane Lavett,K. Lavett Diane K. Lavett,2010 A Still, Small Voice is a captivating, emotionally moving testimony of mindshattering
survival of chronic child abuse and neglect in a family steeped in secrecy, denial and lies... Her narrative powerfully demonstrates elements that are essential to
healing...With childhood traumatization so ubiquitous in our world, this extremely well-written book deserves an extensive audience. --Onno van der Hart,
PhD.Honorary Professor of Psychopathology of Chronic Traumatization, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands; Former President, International Society
for the Study of Trauma and Dissociation An anxious and courageous client...a skilled and kind therapist... fl ashbacks of a violent childhood...the reader is slowly
but surely drawn into the terror and horror and then into the recovery. Survivors of child abuse and their therapists will see themselves in this story. --David R.
Blumenthal, author of Facing The Abusing God: A Theology of Protest, Jay and Leslie Cohen Professor of Judaic Studies at Emory University The title of Diane
Lavett's book ... belies what she has written, for it is a book with a strong voice and one that speaks powerfully. This is a moving and poignant memoir of healing
from multiple abuses that occurred throughout the course of the author's childhood and beyond. ... Ultimately, this is a story of courage in approaching the abyss
and going beyond surviving to growing and fl ourishing. This book will serve as a beacon to others struggling to come to terms with their own history of childhood
abuse. --Christine A. Courtois, PhD, Psychologist, Private Practice Author: Healing the Incest Wound: Adult Survivors in Therapy (original and revised editions)
��The Experience Economy, With a New Preface by the Authors B. Joseph Pine II,James H. Gilmore,2019-12-10 Time is limited. Attention is scarce. Are you engaging
your customers? Apple Stores, Disney, LEGO, Starbucks. Do these names conjure up images of mere goods and services, or do they evoke something more--something
visceral? Welcome to the Experience Economy, where businesses must form unique connections in order to secure their customers' affections--and ensure their own
economic vitality. This seminal book on experience innovation by Joe Pine and Jim Gilmore explores how savvy companies excel by offering compelling experiences for
their customers, resulting not only in increased customer allegiance but also in a more profitable bottom line. Translated into thirteen languages, The Experience
Economy has become a must-read for leaders of enterprises large and small, for-profit and nonprofit, global and local. Now with a brand-new preface, Pine and
Gilmore make an even stronger case for experiences as the critical link between a company and its customers in an increasingly distractible and time-starved world.
Filled with detailed examples and actionable advice, The Experience Economy helps companies create personal, dramatic, and even transformative experiences, offering
the script from which managers can generate value in ways aligned with a strong customer-centric strategy.
��The Experience Economy B. Joseph Pine,James H. Gilmore,2011 With this fully updated edition of the book, Pine and Gilmore make an even stronger case that
experience is the missing link between a company and its potential audience.
��Watch Me Play T.L. Taylor,2018-10-16 A look at the revolution in game live streaming and esports broadcasting Every day thousands of people broadcast
their gaming live to audiences over the internet using popular sites such as Twitch, which reaches more than one hundred million viewers a month. In these new
platforms for interactive entertainment, big esports events featuring digital game competitors live stream globally, and audiences can interact with
broadcasters—and each other—through chat in real time. What are the ramifications of this exploding online industry? Taking readers inside home studios and
backstage at large esports events, Watch Me Play investigates the rise of game live streaming and how it is poised to alter how we understand media and audiences.
Through extensive interviews and immersion in this gaming scene, T. L. Taylor delves into the inner workings of the live streaming platform Twitch. From branding to
business practices, she shows the pleasures and work involved in this broadcasting activity, as well as the management and governance of game live streaming and its
hosting communities. At a time when gaming is being reinvented through social media, the potential of an ever-growing audience is transforming user-generated content
and alternative distribution methods. These changes will challenge the meaning of ownership and intellectual property and open the way to new forms of creativity.
The first book to explore the online phenomenon Twitch and live streaming games, Watch Me Play offers a vibrant look at the melding of private play and public
entertainment.
��Montauk Nicola Harrison,2019-06-04 An epic and cinematic novel by debut author Nicola Harrison, Montauk captures the glamour and extravagance of a
summer by the sea with the story of a woman torn between the life she chose and the life she desires. Montauk, Long Island, 1938. For three months, this humble fishing
village will serve as the playground for New York City’s wealthy elite. Beatrice Bordeaux was looking forward to a summer of reigniting the passion between her
and her husband, Harry. Instead, tasked with furthering his investment interest in Montauk as a resort destination, she learns she’ll be spending twelve weeks
sequestered with the high society wives at The Montauk Manor—a two-hundred room seaside hotel—while Harry pursues other interests in the city. College
educated, but raised a modest country girl in Pennsylvania, Bea has never felt fully comfortable among these privileged women, whose days are devoted not to their
children but to leisure activities and charities that seemingly benefit no one but themselves. She longs to be a mother herself, as well as a loving wife, but after five
years of marriage she remains childless while Harry is increasingly remote and distracted. Despite lavish parties at the Manor and the Yacht Club, Bea is lost and
lonely and befriends the manor’s laundress whose work ethic and family life stir memories of who she once was. As she drifts further from the society women and their
preoccupations and closer toward Montauk’s natural beauty and community spirit, Bea finds herself drawn to a man nothing like her husband –stoic, plain spoken and
enigmatic. Inspiring a strength and courage she had almost forgotten, his presence forces her to face a haunting tragedy of her past and question her future.
Desperate to embrace moments of happiness, no matter how fleeting, she soon discovers that such moments may be all she has, when fates conspire to tear her world
apart...
��Billboard ,2010-01-09 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.
��Beautiful Mable Mike Nawrocki,2019-10-15 Beautiful Mable is a children's storybook about kindness by VeggieTales Co-Creator Mike Nawrocki with
illustrations by Instagram sensation Sara Jo Floyd. SYNOPSIS: Shortly after being invited to Hen Haus, Mable the chick realizes she doesn't have what it takes to
fit in - the three P's. She's not pretty, plump, or productive. What makes Mable unique is her beautiful heart. Join Mable as she teaches the other chicks that their
value is not based on how they look or perform but on how they love. Beautiful Mable appears in the movie, The Farmer and The Belle: Saving Santaland, releasing
Nov 17, 2020 and is a charming children's storybook about kindness and serving others with Christ's love providing kids a biblical pathway to true beauty and real
love.
��Word Natan Last,2012-01-01 Created by Natan Last, a senior at Brown University, three-time intern with Will Shortz, and in 2008 the youngest person to
have a puzzle published in the Sunday New York Times, Word kicks the crossword puzzle squarely into the 21st century for a new generation of puzzle-lovers,
replacing fusty crossword-ese with hip cultural references, modern wordplay, and a lively mix of high-and low-brow pop trivia. A Word puzzle begins with the
shared knowledge of a literate but not-so-reverent generation, and celebrates the knowingness with a deft touch. Your parents' crosswords make solvers feel
smart. Word puzzles make solvers feel smart and cool, getting the references to The Daily Show, Mario Brothers, the Goo Goo Dolls, and a hefty dose of nostalgia
(the name of the motel in Psycho). But they also know the core curriculum: Charlotte Bronte's Jane, Roman generals, Berlioz and von Bismarck, Homer—and not just
Homer Simpson. The puzzles are constructed with all the smarts of a daily Times crossword: themes, interconnected clues, titles that unlock the overall puzzle
(solve all the clues and the circle letters will spell out a famous name at Hogwarts). Assisting Mr. Last is a group of five more top “under 25” constructors, all
of whom have published puzzles in The New York Times.
��The Great Scandinavian Baking Book Beatrice A. Ojakangas,1988
��The Charisma Myth Olivia Fox Cabane,2013-03-26 What if charisma could be taught? The charisma myth is the idea that charisma is a fundamental, inborn
quality—you either have it (Bill Clinton, Steve Jobs, Oprah) or you don’t. But that’s simply not true, as Olivia Fox Cabane reveals. Charismatic behaviors can be
learned and perfected by anyone. Drawing on techniques she originally developed for Harvard and MIT, Cabane breaks charisma down into its components. Becoming
more charismatic doesn’t mean transforming your fundamental personality. It’s about adopting a series of specific practices that fit in with the personality you
already have. The Charisma Myth shows you how to become more influential, more persuasive, and more inspiring.
��The Golden State Lydia Kiesling,2018-09-04 NATIONAL BOOK FOUNDATION 5 UNDER 35 PICK. LONGLISTED FOR THE CENTER FOR FICTION'S FIRST NOVEL
PRIZE. Named one of the Best Books of 2018 by NPR, Bookforum and Bustle. One of Entertainment Weekly's 10 Best Debut Novels of 2018. An Amazon Best Book of
the Month and named a fall read by Buzzfeed, Nylon, Entertainment Weekly, Elle, Vanity Fair, Vulture, Refinery29 and Mind Body Green A gorgeous, raw debut novel
about a young woman braving the ups and downs of motherhood in a fractured America In Lydia Kiesling’s razor-sharp debut novel, The Golden State, we accompany
Daphne, a young mother on the edge of a breakdown, as she flees her sensible but strained life in San Francisco for the high desert of Altavista with her toddler,
Honey. Bucking under the weight of being a single parent—her Turkish husband is unable to return to the United States because of a “processing error”—Daphne takes
refuge in a mobile home left to her by her grandparents in hopes that the quiet will bring clarity. But clarity proves elusive. Over the next ten days Daphne is anxious,
she behaves a little erratically, she drinks too much. She wanders the town looking for anyone and anything to punctuate the long hours alone with the baby.
Among others, she meets Cindy, a neighbor who is active in a secessionist movement, and befriends the elderly Alice, who has traveled to Altavista as she approaches
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the end of her life. When her relationships with these women culminate in a dangerous standoff, Daphne must reconcile her inner narrative with the reality of a deeply
divided world. Keenly observed, bristling with humor, and set against the beauty of a little-known part of California, The Golden State is about class and cultural
breakdowns, and desperate attempts to bridge old and new worlds. But more than anything, it is about motherhood: its voracious worry, frequent tedium, and
enthralling, wondrous love.
��Things We Don't Talk about Pandora Owl,2019-01-27 Things we don't talk about is a collection of words, thoughts and poetry about love, anxiety,
depression and overall mental health. It can get a little too raw for some and a little too real for others.
��Technocreep Thomas P. Keenan,2014-09-13 “Technology is rapidly moving into our bodies,” writes cyber expert Keenan, “and this book gives a chilling look ahead
into where that road may lead us – on a one way trip to the total surrender of privacy and the commoditization of intimacy.” Here is the definitive dissection of
privacy-eroding and life-invading technologies, coming at you from governments, corporations, and the person next door. Take, for example, “Girls Around Me”: a
Russian-made iPhone App that allowed anyone to scan the immediate vicinity for girls and women who checked in on Foursquare and had poorly secured Facebook
profiles. It combined this information in a way never intended by the original poster. Going to a Disney theme park? Your creepy new “MagicBand” will alert Minnie
Mouse that you’re on the way and she’ll know your kid’s name when you approach her. Thinking about sending your DNA off to Ancestry.com for some “genetic
genealogy”? Perhaps you should think again: your genetic information could be used against you. With security scares like the Heartbleed bug (which compromised
even supposedly safe internet behemoths like Google and Yahoo!) becoming more commonplace, this book is a must-read for anybody who values their privacy in a
wired world.
��Rosie Loves Jack Mel Darbon,2021-03-02 Rosie is a sixteen-year-old girl with Down syndrome who's fighting for little freedoms, tolerance, and love. They can't
send you away. What will we do? We need us. I stop your angry, Jack. And you make me strong. You make me Rosie. Rosie loves Jack. Jack loves Rosie. So, when
they're separated, Rosie will do anything to find the boy who makes the sun shine in her head. Even run away from home. Even struggle across London and travel to
Brighton, though the trains are canceled, and the snow is falling. Even though some people might think a girl with Down syndrome could never survive on her own.
Introducing a strong, determined, and neurodiverse teen protagonist, debut author Mel Darbon gives readers a unique character experience with a much-needed,
alternative point of view. This contemporary young adult novel is a voice-driven, heartfelt story of finding your place in a world that often leaves no room for
outsiders.
��No! Said Rabbit Marjoke Henrichs,2021-03-02 This hilarious picture book of a strong-willed rabbit perfectly relates to the everyday struggles of parents.
Rabbit is happy doing his own thing, thank you. He doesn't want to have to listen to anyone else! Not when Mom says to get up, not when Mom says to get dressed,
not when Mom says to have breakfast, play outside, come inside, and least of all—have a bath! Then Mom makes a suggestion that Rabbit simply can't resist...and
maybe Rabbit is ready to listen after all! Debut author-illustrator Marjoke Henrichs delivers a laugh-out-loud tale for both parent and child, with a loving and
reassuring ending that makes for excellent for bedtime reading.
��Savage Conversations LeAnne Howe,2019-02-05 “Savage Conversations takes place somewhere in between its sources, between sanity and madness, between then
and now, between the living and the dead. It pushes past the limitations of textual sources for telling indigenous history and accounts of insanity.” —Barrelhouse
Reviews May 1875: Mary Todd Lincoln is addicted to opiates and tried in a Chicago court on charges of insanity. Entered into evidence is Ms. Lincoln’s claim that
every night a Savage Indian enters her bedroom and slashes her face and scalp. She is swiftly committed to Bellevue Place Sanitarium. Her hauntings may be a reminder
that in 1862, President Lincoln ordered the hanging of thirty-eight Dakotas in the largest mass execution in United States history. No one has ever linked the two
events—until now. Savage Conversations is a daring account of a former first lady and the ghosts that tormented her for the contradictions and crimes on which
this nation is founded.
��The Cambridge Handbook of Sexual Development Sharon Lamb,Jen Gilbert,2018-12-20 The Cambridge Handbook of Sexual Development is a carefully curated
conversation that brings together the top researchers in child and adolescent sexual development to redefine the issues, conflicts, and debates in the field. The
Handbook is organized around three foundational questions: first, what is sexual development? Second, how do we study sexual development? And third, what roles
might adults - including the institutions of the media, family, and education - play in the sexual development of children and adolescents? As the first of its kind, this
collection integrates work from sociology, psychology, anthropology, history, education, cultural studies, and allied fields. Writing from different disciplinary
traditions and about a range of international contexts, the contributors explore the role of sexuality in children's and adolescents' everyday experiences of
identity, family, school, neighborhood, religion, and popular media.
��The Most Human Human Brian Christian,2011 In 1950 famed mathematician Alan Turing predicted that computers would someday become so sophisticated that we
will be able to speak of machines thinking. The Turing test, which puts his theory on the line, has become the holy grail of artificial intelligence scientists. While no
program has yet passed Turing's test, several have come close and are increasingly adapted by corporations, the entertainment industry, and even the medical
community as human substitutes. Each year the AI community convenes for the Loebner Prize, the field's most anticipated and controversial event, where the Turing
test is administered and the most advanced computer programs compete to fool a panel of judges into mistaking them for actual people. The program that wins gets
the so-called Most Human Computer Award. But there is a bizarre and fascinating catch: Real people compete, too, and the one who prevails wins the Most Human
Human Award. Embarking on a quest to figure out the essence of that honor, the author ranges across a dizzying array of surprising realms: poetry, pick-up artists,
long-distance calls, existentialism, customer service, chess, and love. His discoveries are a revelation: What Turing conceived as the test of artificial intelligence
ultimately becomes a means of measuring ourselves. In examining the philosophical, biological, and moral questions the Turing test poses, the ultimate subject of the
book is humanity- an attempt to fill in the blank in the ancient riddle, the human being in the only animal that...... The space is usually filled with the verb thinks, but if
a computer passes the Turing test, what then can we say about the essence of being human? This book is an energetic , engrossing, intellectual tour of the
provocative implications these questions have for our daily life. -- from Book Jacket
��The Stack Benjamin H. Bratton,2016-02-19 A comprehensive political and design theory of planetary-scale computation proposing that The Stack—an
accidental megastructure—is both a technological apparatus and a model for a new geopolitical architecture. What has planetary-scale computation done to
our geopolitical realities? It takes different forms at different scales—from energy and mineral sourcing and subterranean cloud infrastructure to urban software
and massive universal addressing systems; from interfaces drawn by the augmentation of the hand and eye to users identified by self—quantification and the arrival
of legions of sensors, algorithms, and robots. Together, how do these distort and deform modern political geographies and produce new territories in their own
image? In The Stack, Benjamin Bratton proposes that these different genres of computation—smart grids, cloud platforms, mobile apps, smart cities, the Internet of
Things, automation—can be seen not as so many species evolving on their own, but as forming a coherent whole: an accidental megastructure called The Stack that
is both a computational apparatus and a new governing architecture. We are inside The Stack and it is inside of us. In an account that is both theoretical and
technical, drawing on political philosophy, architectural theory, and software studies, Bratton explores six layers of The Stack: Earth, Cloud, City, Address,
Interface, User. Each is mapped on its own terms and understood as a component within the larger whole built from hard and soft systems intermingling—not only
computational forms but also social, human, and physical forces. This model, informed by the logic of the multilayered structure of protocol “stacks,” in which
network technologies operate within a modular and vertical order, offers a comprehensive image of our emerging infrastructure and a platform for its ongoing
reinvention. The Stack is an interdisciplinary design brief for a new geopolitics that works with and for planetary-scale computation. Interweaving the continental,
urban, and perceptual scales, it shows how we can better build, dwell within, communicate with, and govern our worlds. thestack.org

Chatroulette Alternative 40 Book Review: Unveiling the Power of Words

In some sort of driven by information and connectivity, the energy of words has be evident than ever. They have the capacity to inspire, provoke, and ignite change.
Such is the essence of the book Chatroulette Alternative 40, a literary masterpiece that delves deep into the significance of words and their effect on our lives.
Published by a renowned author, this captivating work takes readers on a transformative journey, unraveling the secrets and potential behind every word. In this
review, we will explore the book is key themes, examine its writing style, and analyze its overall effect on readers.
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Street Law: A Course in Practical Law - 8th
Edition Find step-by-step solutions and answers to
Street Law: A Course in Practical Law -
9780078799839, as well as thousands of
textbooks so you can move forward ... Glencoe
Street Law By ARBETMAN - Glencoe Street Law
Eighth Edition Teachers Manual (A Course In Pr
(1905-07-17) [Hardcover]. by Arbetman. Hardcover
· Glencoe Mill Village (Images ... Street Law: A
Course in Practical Law- Teacher's Manual Book
overview. 2005 Glencoe Street Law Seventh Edition
-- Teacher Manual (TE)(P) by Lena Morreale Scott,
Lee P. Arbetman, & Edward L. O'Brien ***Includes ...
Glencoe Street Law Eighth Edition Teachers Manual
Glencoe Street Law Eighth Edition Teachers Manual
by SCOTT, ARBETMAN. (Paperback
9780078895197) A Course in Practical Law
(Teacher's Manual) 8th edition ... Buy Street Law: A
Course in Practical Law (Teacher's Manual) 8th
edition (9780078895197) by Lee Abretman for up
to 90% off at Textbooks.com. Classroom Guide to
Moot Courts (2021 Edition) This 10-lesson-plan
guide supports teachers in implementing moot courts
in their classrooms. The lessons help set the stage
for a successful moot court ... UNIT 1 Teacher
Manual for a discussion of Teaching with. Case

Studies. This case presents ... Street Law for
teaching about the U.S. Supreme Court. These sites
offer ... Street Law - Studylib Teacher Manual A
Wealth of Information • Instructional objectives •
Enrichment materials • Service learning projects •
Answers to questions in the Student ... Street Law:
A Course in Practical Law 2021 The most widely-
used and trusted resource for teaching law in high
schools! Provides young people with practical legal
knowledge that is ... UNDERSTANDING LAW AND
LEGAL ISSUES This online resource includes chapter
summaries, community-based special projects,
responses to the feature activities, ideas for
approaching and teaching ... The echo of Kuwaiti
creativity: A collection of translated ... The echo
of Kuwaiti creativity: A collection of translated
short stories ; Print length. 199 pages ; Language.
English ; Publisher. Center for Research and Studies ...
The echo of Kuwaiti creativity: A collection of
translated ... The echo of Kuwaiti creativity: A
collection of translated short stories by Sanʻ�s�,
Hayf�ʼ Mu�ammad - ISBN 10: 9990632286 - ISBN
13: 9789990632286 - Center ... The Echo of
Kuwaiti Creativity: A Collection of Translated ...
Title, The Echo of Kuwaiti Creativity: A Collection
of Translated Short Stories ; Contributor, Hayf�ʼ
Mu�ammad Sanʻ�s� ; Publisher, Centre for Research
and ... The echo of Kuwaiti creativity : a collection
of translated ... The split ; Sari / Mohammad Al-Ajmi.
Subjects. Genre: Short stories, Arabic > Kuwait.
Arabic literature > Translations into English. The
echo of Kuwaiti creativity : a collection of
translated short stories ... The echo of Kuwaiti
creativity : a collection of translated short
stories / [collected and translated] by Haifa Al
Sanousi. ; Sanʻ�s�, Hayf�ʼ Mu�ammad · Book. a
collection of translated short stories /cby Haifa
Al Sanousi ... The Echo of Kuwaiti creativity : a
collection of translated short stories /cby Haifa
Al Sanousi [editor] ; ISBN: 9990632286 ;
Publication date: 1999 ; Collect From ... a
collection of translated Kuwaiti poetry /cby Haifa
Al ... The Echo of Kuwaiti creativity : a collection
of translated short stories /cby Haifa Al Sanousi
[editor] · Modern Arabic poetry; an anthology with
English ... The echo of Kuwaiti creativity: A
collection of translated ... The echo of Kuwaiti
creativity: A collection of translated short
stories : Muhammad Hayfa Sanusi: Amazon.in: Books.
Nights of musk : stories from Old Nubia / Haggag
Hassan Oddoul ... Short stories, Arabic >
Translations into English. Genre: Translations into
English ... The echo of Kuwaiti creativity : a
collection of translated short stories Australian
National Curriculum Checklists For Progression
Points Knowledge at the Crossroads? Australian
Bird Names. Teaching for Numeracy Across the Age
Range. Australian Curriculum English. K-2 Number
Activities. Australian curriculum checklist This
bundle of editable Australian Curriculum
Assessment Checklists for Year 3 will make your
planning and assessment simple and ... National
Literacy and Numeracy Learning Progressions In the
Australian Curriculum, learning area content
describes the knowledge, understanding and skills
that are to be taught in each year or band of years.
National Literacy Learning Progression The
progression has not been designed as a checklist and
does not replace the Australian Curriculum: English.
Each sub-element has been mapped to the year level ...
Australian Curriculum Mathematics Assessment
Checklists ... Progression Point by the end of the
term/year. Each checklist is broken up into the
ACARA Australian Curriculum Mathematics
Content Strands and Sub Strands ... Australian
curriculum assessment checklist ... assessment
checklist linked to AusVELs progression points for
reading and viewing. Subjects: Reading. Grades: 2nd -
6th. Types: Assessment. Year 4 Maths National
Curriculum Assessment Checklist Track pupil
knowledge against the Maths National Curriculum
for year 4 with this handy checklist, which includes
Ready-to-Progress criteria on a separate ...
National Literacy Learning Progression The
progression amplifies the literacy skills in the.
Australian Curriculum: English, particularly in the
Language and Literacy strands, and is organised by ...
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Australian Curriculum Mathematics Assessment
Checklists Australian Curriculum ~ Australian
Assessment: These Australian Curriculum
Mathematics Checklists are designed to make your
assessment A LOT easier! Pages - Literacy learning
progressions The need to develop national Literacy
and Numeracy Progressions was identified by all
Australian education ministers in December 2015. The
Australian Curriculum ...
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